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DISABILITY SERVICES COMMISSION — NATIONAL QUALITY FRAMEWORK 

Statement by Minister for Disability Services 

HON HELEN MORTON (East Metropolitan — Minister for Disability Services) [2.03 pm]: I rise to inform 
the house of the very important work being done by the Western Australian Disability Services Commission, in 
conjunction with other Australian states and territories, to develop a national framework for quality and 
safeguarding in disability services. This framework is being developed to complement the National Disability 
Insurance Scheme that will roll out across the nation over the next few years. All state governments are 
committed to developing this framework to ensure that the NDIS provides quality services and that people with 
disability are safe from harm. The overall objective is to ensure that there is a robust and consistent approach 
across the nation for safeguarding vulnerable people with disability. The quality and safeguarding framework 
will address five important matters. They are the registration of disability service provider organisations; the 
management of complaints; ensuring that staff are safe to work with people with disability, including a national 
screening process and an employment card; safeguards for participants who manage their own support 
arrangements; and reducing and eliminating restrictive practices. All governments have agreed that these 
five important matters must be addressed collectively as a package of safeguards to ensure the safety and 
wellbeing of people accessing disability services. 

The research and development for the national framework commenced in early 2014. The director general of the 
Disability Services Commission has been directly involved in this important work over the past 16 months, 
including the development of a detailed consultation document that is now open for consultation across the 
nation. The national framework consultation commenced in February 2015 and submissions will be accepted 
until 30 April 2015. The commonwealth government and the WA Disability Services Commission are currently 
holding public consultation sessions in Cannington, Como, Rockingham and Floreat in Perth, and in Bunbury 
and Kalgoorlie in regional Western Australia, to obtain the views of a broad range of stakeholders. Although 
Western Australia already has a robust system for safeguarding people with disability who access services, the 
national framework due to emerge later this year will be the appropriate mechanism to guide any changes needed 
to further strengthen the local system. This approach will ensure that Western Australia is not out of step with 
the rest of the nation on this important matter. It would be premature and irresponsible for the state government 
to take unilateral action when the rest of the nation is seeking to operate within a robust national framework. 
Equally, it would be unwise to select one component of a range of measures and expect that single element to be 
effective in isolation. 

Each year, 25 000 Western Australians access some form of disability service. Although I do not claim that the 
Western Australian disability service system is completely free from poor practice or occasions of inappropriate 
treatment of people with disability, I have received no evidence to indicate any systemic abuse or failure in the 
monitoring systems that are currently in place in this state. The safeguarding arrangements currently in place 
include: all support workers must have police checks, and a working with children check if they work with 
children; independent monitoring of all services on a regular basis; a serious incident reporting system that 
requires all service providers to report all serious incidents, including abuse and neglect; a rigorous complaints 
management process, including an independent Health and Disability Services Complaints Office; and public 
interest disclosure—whistleblower—legislation. The director general of the Disability Services Commission has 
the power to initiate proceedings against anyone who ill-treats or wilfully neglects a person with a disability, 
which can result in imprisonment; and people with disability, and family members, can go directly to the police 
with their concerns. The national framework will guide changes needed to further strengthen our local system.  
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